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Cross Promotion: If your business is willing to promote this publication, to assist prisoners, or to encourage or
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Out of Bounds Magazine, 2016. Printed and Bound in a Canadian prison.
ISSN 1195-9142. Please feel free to copy and redistribute this magazine in its entirety within prison.
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Editors Note

Whats Happenin?

Here it is, the moment weve all been waiting for Out of Bounds
Volume 33 Issue 3, a.k.a. my last issue. Jack and I have artfully crafted
a masterpiece. Weve been reaching new heights and I think this issue
exhibits that. So, lets take a tour through the museum that is Out of
Bounds Volume 33 Issue 3.

On your right is the Clarifications gallery,
where you will see pieces like Software Overhaul, Typos, and Mural Survives. In this gallery, Jack continues to bring the readers into
his world, showing a sense of doubt towards
the walls around him. His focus  speaking
out towards the technology that just cant keep
up with him.
Right next door is a gallery we call Pending
Changes. In this section, Mary Campbell addresses society with one prominent question,
What is the difference between a government
bill and a PMB? What is a PMB, you may
be asking yourself. Well, take a look at Mary
Campbells piece entitled Its The Law to find
out more. The next piece, entitled Demanding
Prison Reform, is like a voice crying out begging to be heard. This group demands change
and means business. Then, we finish off this
section with a public service announcement to
Kent Institution Inmates.
As the tour continues, we will take a stop in
the always-informational Hall of Prison Culture. We shall be meeting up with Jack again
to read his wonderful Continual Coverage rants.
Then, Jack writes on about the centralized purchasing catalogue and hobby items.
For this issue, the magazine is presenting a
special exhibit called Ahhhh, Good Times. This
piece de resistance showcases youth, spunk, and
moxie. Denied, Red Handed, and Cocky Bastard have all been artistically articulated by yours
truly for your pleasure. In these pieces, I bring
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the readers on a hilarious journey through my former
teenage mind.
After the hilarity of Ahhhh,Good Times, we catch
our breath and get emotional as Jack shows us his
sensitive side in Peace and Non-Violence. In the
piece E=MC2, Jack reflects on the time him and I
have spent building Out of Bounds to what it is now.
Then, he digs deeper as he opens up about his time
at William Head.
When the tears have dried up, we take a quick
peek at the world outside our walls and do a public
service announcement for those living in the community. This stand-alone piece is a warning for Pokémon
Go fans everywhere.
In Around the Peninsula, we peek at the world
within our walls. This section, assembled by Jack
and Vernon, talks about William Heads operational
changes and theatrical reviews.
Our final exhibits are the creatively constructed
Fiction and Poetry sections. The Fiction section
includes an eight-page piece entitled Karma: To Catch
a Predator. This piece is about an inmates journey
through incarceration and dealing with the parole
board. The Poetry section includes three poems O-Crime, Straight Jacket that is My Life, and I am
at a Place, all written by various prison poets.
The tour will conclude with my final thoughts
and a sincere farewell. So, stretch your legs and
save all questions, comments, and concerns for the
end of the tour and enjoy Volume 33 Issue 3 of Canadas
finest inmate-published magazine, Out of Bounds!
[

Clarification:

Clarification

To begin, lets spray some Febreeze and clear the air. For your informational pleasure, here are the
latest OBM clarifications...
(1) Software Overhaul

In the last edition, I mentioned that CSC is changing all the Offender Access Client (OAC) terminals
to a chopped-up version of Windows 7 and Office 2013. Here is a more comprehensive finding of the
machine.
Hardware wise, it is definitely an upgrade. It has an
AMD Phenom II X2 processor, 4 gigs of RAM, a 150 GB
hard drive, and a video card that has 368MB of video RAM.
If we were in 2010, it would have been a top of the line
machine. The problem is software.
CSC configured Windows 7 with fewer features than
its 15 year-old-predecessor, Windows 95. CSC continues
to lock out Windows features like:
·the taskbar and the clock settings,
·prohibiting installation of any software and hardware (i.e. no USB memory stick or new software),
·preventing access to c:\, search function, folder options,
recently opened files,
·access to the Internet, and
·no customizing the Desktop or using the Win + X hotkey.
However, there are some changes. The start button now pops up and lets users restart. Users can
also create shortcuts within Explorer. For restrictions, CSC went one step further by preventing the
creation of a compress folder, and locking out the folder tree, status bar, context menu (aka right-click),
print screen function, and the F1 key (aka the Windows Help file). CSC also configured the My
Documents folder to a restricted part of the hard drive so an alert would pop up whenever a user first
saves a document, saves a playlist, attempts to insert a picture, and so on.
For its Windows 7 features, CSC locks out the detail pane, desktop gadgets, custom library, and all
the taskbar features including grouping similar opened programs, pinning, and the ability to create
additional toolbars. CSC even changed the theme on some of the computers to the classic look, the
gray-colored toolbar and the rectangular start button; not to confuse with the Windows 7 Classic look
that has a start globe.
OAC terminal functionality can be summed up by its Desktop icons. They are (1) Calculator, (2)
CD/DVD drive, (3) floppy drive, (4) Word, (5) Excel, (6) PowerPoint, (7) copy floppy, (8) format
floppy, (9) Windows Media Player, (10) Printers, (11) a showdown button, (12) Adobe Reader, (13) a
custom introductory Help page, and (14) an Internet Explorer icon that leads to nowhere. On some
machines, they have a Data drive icon that lets the user save information onto it. On some other
machines, like those at the schools and in the OBM office, they might have additional programs. However, the majority of the inmate population can only access the 14 listed functions. Someone familiar
with computers might believe that inmates could use the OAC computer to rip music through Windows
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Media Player or use the Internet Explorer add-ons like the Flash Player to run the tutorial CDs that
came with books. However, they would be wrong, because CSC disabled these features.
As to the new Word and Excel, after I found the workaround to
customize the ribbon, I have been enjoying the Alt+ shortcut keys
and the Excel. (I would have loved the Excel if (a) the Help function was more useful, and (b) CSC included some add-in functions
like the Solver, moving average analysis, etc.) On the flip side,
CSC disabled (a) the macros (which is understandable), (b) Ctrl + F
(i.e. the Find shortcut key), and (c) locked the default save location
to a restricted section. The new Microsoft Office comes with an
inadequate off-line help feature. It now only helps users find functions on the ribbon. When one clicks on the question mark icon on
the title bar, Office opens a blank Help pop-up. The only silver
lining is that the OAC computer can finally open docx document (a
function Ontarios OACs could do for the last 10 years).
These are not all the restrictions; they are just
the ones I ran into. Inmates who live in an institution without inmate LAN and have no access to
terminals that can save onto the hard drives are still required to store their lifes work
within the space of five fragile floppy disks (i.e. <10MB).
It is difficult to describe the psychological impact of this improvement. Perhaps readers can put
themselves in inmates shoes. See how productive your computer is by (a) unplugging your Internet
connection, (b) while in Windows, never using, (1) the right-click, (2) start button, (3) folder tree, (4)
library, (5) favourite, (6) history, (7) the search bar, and (c) never using (i) the recently open files and
(ii) the Help function on any programs. Try it for an hour. See how much time it takes to find three
documents: one you saved two hours ago, one two days ago, and one two weeks ago.
On July 16, IT activated the Search Bar features on the library computers. Hopefully, he will do the
same to the OBM office computer. By Aug 29, he has not come by the office, but he verbally agreed to
edit some policy entries. I hope this time he will not take another 18 months.
There you have it. Giving inmates computer products from 2013 that are configured with features similar to pre-1995 software in the year 2016 is how CSC
prepares inmates for 2017 and beyond.
(2) Typos from the past

On page 18 of the 2016 Summer issue, the file name
to The Use of Image Recording System is not Gideline,
it is actually IRS Guidelines.doc.
(3) Mural Survives

Despite what was intended, and reported, in last fall,
the mural on the back wall of the William Heads gymnasium is staying.
[
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Pending Changes

ITS THE LAW

Pending Changes

By Mary E. Campbell
Whatever your views on the new Liberal government in Ottawa are, one small concern is that they
have been fairly slow to tackle criminal or correctional law reform. So far, they have tabled only two
bills that are directly on criminal law.
C-14 was the well-known bill amending the assisted dying provisions of the Criminal Code. Critics
have already signaled that the new measures are certain to wind up before the courts. Amongst other
things, the application of the new law to persons serving time in penitentiaries will arise as an issue to
be sorted out.
The other bill is C-16. It received the 1st Reading on May 17th
of this year, and has not yet progressed beyond that stage. The
bill would do two things: add gender identity, or expression, to
the definition of what can constitute a hate crime, and add to the
list of statutory aggravating factors in sentencing at paragraph
718.2(a) of the Criminal Code. For example, if the court found
an assault was specifically targeted at the victim because of their
gender expression, the court would be required to consider that
as an aggravating factor when sentencing the person.
Thats it for government criminal justice bills so far. However, there have been 17 Private Members Bills on criminal justice.
So whats the difference between a government bill and a PMB, and how can you provide your
comments on bills?
Government bills
A government bill starts with an idea  it may have been an election campaign promise, or a government MP or Cabinet Minister may have a particular concern. Or public servants may advise their
Minister that certain legislative amendments are needed. What defines all government bills is that they
must be approved by Cabinet.
There is a very formal, bureaucratic process. Public servants will write what is called a Memorandum to Cabinet, or MC, which follows a strict format. It identifies what the legislative changes are
designed to achieve, their estimated costs, their pros and cons, what other options there are, whether the
changes comply with the Charter, and whether there will be particular impacts on certain groups, such
as women or Indigenous people. There will normally be a recommended option.
The Minister will present the MC to a Cabinet Committee, who will discuss it and either approve it
or not. If they approve it, it will then go to the full Cabinet table for discussion and approval or
disapproval. Cabinet can also make changes to the proposal, or select one of the less-recommended
options.
Once an option is approved, the bill will be drafted by trained legislative drafters from the Department of Justice, with direction from departmental officials. Drafting takes place in English and French
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at the same time. Bills must convey exactly the same meaning in both languages, but occasionally
errors are later discovered. Once the drafters and officials are satisfied that the bill is done, it is reviewed again by the political level in order to be sure that it does what the MC said it would do, no more
and no less. This stage is called bill review.
1st, 2nd and 3rd Readings
The title of the bill is then put on the Notice Paper, usually in the
House of Commons, and after 48 hours it will be tabled. Thats an
old-fashioned way of saying that the Speaker will ask the House if he or
she may put the bill on the table in front of him or her. First Reading
occurs at the same moment  the sponsor of the bill identifies themself
and may briefly explain their motivation. Members will say aye, and
thats it. There is no debate about the bill until 2nd Reading.
Debate at 2nd Reading can be quite fiery. There are rules about who can speak and for how long, but
it can go on for days or weeks. When the vote is taken, it is either to defeat the bill (and it goes no
further) or to send it to a specific Standing Committee for detailed review. A yes vote is approval in
principle of the bill  this matters a lot, because it means that there are limits on the kind of amendments
that can later be made to it.
There are two House of Commons Committees that will review the vast majority of criminal justice
bills. The Justice and Human Rights Committee is chaired by Mr. Anthony Housefather, and the Public
Safety and National Security Committee is chaired by Mr. Robert Oliphant. The Public Safety Committee is normally where the corrections bills go. When reviewing a bill, a Committee will hear witnesses and consider amendments to the bill. The bill will then be reported to the House of Commons,
which is then followed by 3rd Reading. Amendments can still be made at that stage, but they cannot be
something that was voted down at Committee.
The bill then goes to the Senate, where all these stages are repeated there. There is only one Senate
Committee for criminal justice matters, the Constitutional and Legal Affairs Committee, chaired by
Mr. Bob Runciman.
Once a bill is finished in the Senate, it will normally be given Royal Assent and will be proclaimed
into force immediately or at a later specified date.
A government bill can also be initially tabled in the Senate, but this is less common. It would still
follow the same path, in reverse order.
PMBs
A PMB is a bill that is sponsored by an individual MP or Senator, not by the government. If the MP
or Senator is a member of the governing party, normally they would discuss their idea with the relevant
Cabinet Minister and get them to sponsor the bill. But if they want to go it alone, or if they are a
member of an opposition party, they can have a bill drafted and tabled.
These bills are not normally prepared in the same way as a government bill  there has likely been no
public consultation, and there is no legal requirement that they comply with the Charter. They should
not normally raise any concerns about costs. PMBs can be a problem because they are sometimes not
well drafted, or may not fit an overall plan for reform.
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There are particular rules about how these bills get selected to be heard by the House of Commons
or the Senate, but once they are in the normal stream, then they proceed through all the Readings and
other normal steps. Most PMBs do not successfully pass into law, but they could. So, they warrant
your attention.
What does the number of a bill mean?
All bills starting with C mean they were tabled in the House of Commons. All bills starting with
S mean they were tabled in the Senate. A bill that is numbered from 2 to 200 is a government bill. A
bill numbered from 201 to 1000 is a PMB.
Every time there is a new session of Parliament, new bills start the numbering all over again. So, if
you are looking for a particular bill, you need to be sure you are looking for it in the right Parliament
and session. We are now in the 42nd Parliament, 1st session.
How can I find out about the progress of a bill?
Unfortunately, Parliament no longer publishes printed copies of Hansard. All Parliamentary debates
and Committee proceedings are only available online. This is obviously a problem for anyone who
does not have Internet access.
One weekly newspaper, The Hill Times, does carry summaries of the progress of bills. It is published online and in print every Monday. An annual print subscription currently costs $428.27 (including tax). This will provide information as to what stage a bill is at; it does not provide transcripts of
debates or hearings.
How can I provide my comments on a bill?
Without email access, the best way is to write a letter to either the sponsoring Minister and/or to the
committee reviewing the bill. No postage stamp is required. The most crucial time to provide comments is either when the bill is up for 2nd Reading debate and vote, and/or when the bill is at Committee
Stage in the House of Commons, as Committee Stage is when most amendments will be made.
Both the Justice and Human Rights Committee and the Public Safety and National Security Committee are at 131 Queen Street, 6th floor, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0A6. The Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee is simply at The Senate, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0A4.
Do Committees do other work? Do they ever visit a penitentiary?
Yes and yes. Committees will often undertake special studies on particular issues, such as mental
health in prison, or electronic monitoring, or delays in court processing. Committees do visit penitentiaries. If you have ideas you think a Committee should look at, or you think they should visit, you
could write and encourage them to do these things.
Will there be correctional bills in the fall of 2016?
Yes, it is expected that the government will start to table more bills when Parliament returns on
September 19th. The 17 criminal/correctional PMBs currently on the Notice Paper may proceed (sponsor noted as C= Conservative; L=Liberal; G=Green; Senate sponsor affiliations not noted):
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C-206:
C-209:
C-225:
C-226:
C-229:
C-235:
C-242:
C-246:

adds abuse of elderly or disabled person as an aggravating factor in sentencing (C)
would allow CSC to post personal details of high profile SR releases on website (C)
adds victim pregnancy as an aggravating factor in sentencing (C)
37 pages of amendments to alcohol or drug impaired driving (C)
certain life sentences to have zero parole eligibility (C)
FASD assessment, and mitigating factor in sentencing (L)
creates new offence of torture by an individual (max of life) (L)
consolidation of various offences against animals, mandatory consecutive
sentences (L)
C-247: creates new offence of vehicular homicide; new testing for alcohol (L)
C-266: judge can set PED at 25-40 yrs if convicted of abduction/sex assault/murder all in 1
event (C)
C-269: abolishes certain mandatory minimum sentences (G)
S-203: creates new offences re: cetaceans in captivity
S-206: abolishes spanking defence
S-215: adds assault/killing of female Aboriginal victims as an
aggravating factor in sentencing
S-217: expands grounds for remanding in custody
S-220: tougher measures for international fraud
S-223: adds restrictions on firearms

How can I get a copy of bills?
Anyone with Internet access can print bills (and Parliamentary transcripts). Non-governmental organizations (such as John Howard or Elizabeth Fry) are looking at ways to send print copies of all
correctional bills to inmate libraries and inmate committees.
Mary E. Campbell is a lawyer and human rights advocate in Ottawa.

[

To raise silent auction funds for the Tears4Justice group in support of the Missing and
Murdered Aboriginal Women across Canada and to show how prisoners actively support the
community,
is asking for Prisoner Art!
The
group is a collective of academics and students who seek to promote prisoner access to information and resources by responding to a variety of written information request from prisoners. This can include anything from information on prison release,
print-based education, employment, community resources, and anything in between.
Please write Dr. Vicki Chartrand at
, Bishops University, 2600 rue Collège,
Sherbrooke QC J1M 1Z7 for information or for shipping options.
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Demanding Prison Reform
To whom it may concern,
We have published a list of demands written by some people who are currently incarcerated and
some that are not. The list has two purposes: (1) We wish to hold the newly elected Liberal government to some of the campaign promises they made on the theme of hope and change, and (2) We
wish to spread the word about conditions in Canadian federal penitentiaries. You can find the list at
demandprisonschange.wordpress.com.
Conditions are pretty bad these days. We work for pennies and are subject to arbitrary injustices
at the hands of parole officers, correctional officers, and the Parole Board of Canada. Though bodily
punishment is no longer in vogue, psychological harm is the norm. We are denied access to relevant
job training and programs. Our families face contempt and suspicion while trying to stay in our lives.
The food is terrible, comes in limited quantities, and keeps getting worse. Health care is abysmal.
Faced with these conditions, we have decided to come together and push for change in Canadian
prisons.
For those who are moved by our message, here are some ways you can support our initiative:
1. Send this list of demands to your MP. Tell them that as a constituent of theirs, you support these
changes, you support prisoners, and you expect them to do the same. If you are sending it by email,
cc your friends and family. Call their offices and make sure they received your letter or email.
2. Share the URL for our website on social media. Our website is
demandprisonschange.wordpress.com. Print our demands and put them up at work, at your
community centre, and in your neighbourhood.
3. Get in touch with us to share words of support. You can email us at
demandprisonschange@riseup.net . You can also contact us at PO Box 55051, CP Mackay,
Montreal, Quebec, H3G 2W5.
4. If you are in prison, organize with your fellow prisoners to write you own list of demands. If you
agree with our letter, contact your MP, and your family and friends to let them know about this
letter. You can also write to us at the address in point 3.
5. Know any journalists? Tell them about this letter, tell them why prisons need to change, tell them
why representation of prisoners in the media needs to change. Tell them why you support us.

The list of demands sent to the liberal government includes:

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

repealing laws passed by the Conservative government,
honouring prisoners eligibility dates,
eliminating arbitrary prisoners transfer,
revising the grievance system, improving legal access,
ending double-bunking practices, raising inmate wages,
inclusion to the Canadian Pension Plan, increase job opportunities,
reinstate In-Reach services like the Lifeline program,
improving reception towards inmates visitors,
reimbursing any reasonable drop calls,
better access to education on technology and trades,
better health services, and more.

For more information, forward your inquiry to the contact information stated in point 3.
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To all prisoners who resided at Kent Institution between January 6th
and January 19th, 2010:
You are part of a proposed class-proceeding to seek redress for what the
Correctional Investigator (in the 2011 Annual Report of the OCI) called:


an abuse of correctional power and authority, systemic
breakdowns in management authority and oversight, gaps
in use of force review and reporting procedures, deterioration in dynamic security practices and principles, and
violations of human rights law and policy.

A lengthy carriage battle had delayed, for two years, our proceeding to
certification hearings, but a final ruling on our application for certification
is at hand. On May 31st, 2016 the Honourable Mr. Justice Blok, residing
over Ewert v. Canada (A.G.), 2016 BCSC 962, stated that this matter is
likely suitable for certification as a class action, [paragraph 121], in accordance with the recent and relevant decision of the Ontario Court of
Appeal in Good v. Toronto (Police Services Board) 2016 ONCA 250. Justice Blok has called for amendments to the pleadings and additional submissions on the common issues question. Another hearing scheduled for
November 18th for oral argument before Justice Bloks final ruling will be
issued.
It is imperative that you contact the law firm of Grace, Snowden, Terepocki
(GS&T) to let the firm know (1) your name, (2) your contact information,
and (3) your experience during the exceptional search (i.e. the treatment
you received while in your cell and during the cell extraction). Please
encourage anyone else who was there to do the same.
Lastly, please advise GS&T if your location changes. Call the toll free
number listed below. Its a five minute call, tops. Remember that we are
stronger together.
Grace, Snowden, Terepocki
201-2622 Montrose Avenue
Abbotsford, B.C., V2S 3T6
Tel:
(604) 744-1066
Toll Free: 1-855-271-5258
Fax:
(604) 744-1065
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Continual Coverage
The first round of OBMs inquiry into four CSC
practices is finally over. Last edition, we reported that
the 2003 working group document, filename: IRS
Guidelines.doc1, authorized the ban on inmates using
the digital camera technology. In this edition, we report (1) the logic that Pacific region used to ban inmates magazine subscription, (2) the procedures the
IT staff need to follow in order to install additional software for inmates use, and (3) another reason for
not allowing hand signs in photographs.
(1) Subscription Cancelled

OBM was given two pieces of documents showing the authorization to only allow individual orders
of magazines.
The first document titled, Procedural Document for Inmate Trust Fund (ITF) Purchasing, was signed
by the Regional Deputy Commissioner-Pacific and was dated 2014-05-01. Paragraph 6 and 8 affect
magazine subscription. They state,
Only Staff shall be permitted to contact suppliers. Exception: Should it be absolutely
necessary for an inmate to talk with a supplier, permission must be granted by the Warden.
The staff who would be facilitating the purchase will then contact the supplier to see if they
are willing to talk with an inmate. If so, a time will be arranged for the staff member to call
back to the supplier. The staff member will again advise the supplier they will be talking
with an inmate. The staff member must be present while the inmate is talking with the
supplier.
- and As magazines are available from the various suppliers on the RIS (stands for Regional ITF
Suppliers) list, inmates can purchase individual copies.
In other words, the Pacific Regional Deputy Commissioner did not want inmates to contact the
publisher directly and decided that inmates can buy individual copies from the approved vendors. The
latter half of this logic appears in the second document provided. This redacted third level response,
dated 2015-03-04, replied to an inmate concerning his weekly magazine subscription. The response
obscurely expanded on CSCs logic.
With regard to the underlying rationale for restricting the ability of offenders to purchase
magazine subscriptions, it should be noted that the Pacific Region has been working on
this change to policy for some time, as it was determined that a consistent approach was
required with respect to inmate purchasing. This was precipitated, at least in part, by
changes in how workloads are being managed, including the elimination of personal shopping
by staff on behalf of inmates, as well as the elimination of cheque writing within Finance
departments.
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This rationale was hard to understand. Especially because subscriptions were delivered by Canada
Post, not some personal shopper.
To help with CSC rationale, William Heads AWMS (Assistant Warden of Materials and Services)
revealed that CSC had experienced two problems. One, when an inmate subscriber was transferred, the
burden would fall on the institution to notify the publisher (assuming this requirement was caused by
the said paragraph 6). Such practice increased the staffs workload. Two, CSC continued to be billed
because of the way some publishers credit card payment system was set up, regardless if the inmate
subscriber was released or chose not to continue subscribing.
To this offices knowledge, only the Pacific Regional Deputy Commissioner chose to fix CSC problems by canceling the subscription privileges. No word yet on when they will revisit this policy.
(2) Slowing down Forward Progress

The following is a gist of the instructions from the Business Solutions & Development Services division of IMS at RHQ to the institutional level IT specialists.
 New SSC [stands for Shared Services Canada] rules are coming every 6
months that is changing the software purchasing process. This should assist the
sites with the [sic] reducing the software purchasing complexities.
The instructions start off pretty simple. It tells the IT to check the approved software list. If the
desired software is not listed, contact Manager BSSO (Pacific) with a new software request. They
might be able to offer a different software solution.
However, the institutional IT needs to do much more than checking a web site and submitting some
software title forward whenever there is a demand for new software. He/she, is also require to provide
(a) 3 quotes for the software, (b) his/her sites financial coding, and (c) IFMMS approver at the site
wanting to make the purchase.
After that, Manager BSSO will work with NHQ IMS Contracting to get the software purchased.
Please note this will take 4 weeks minimum to purchase through NHQ...Once the software arrives, if the
software needs to be certified, contact BSSO for certification information. Install software on the required computer(s).
In the information package OBM received, our IT left a message for the Warden. It reads, If a piece
of software is desired it doesnt mean it gets approved for use. There could be security issues or technical incompatibilities that are found during the testing phase that will prevent a software package from
being installed .If a piece of software is approved for use on staff computers that doesnt mean itll be
approved for installation on an offender computer, or vice versa.
However, none of the information we have been provided can explain how Ontario inmates have
been approved to use Adobe CS4 for nearly a decade. This office is satisfied with even CS1 or 2. The
CSCs publication, Lets Talk Express, is using CS5. Sadly, Adobe has discontinued the standalone
version of CS on its website. We will have to look for another title or persuade Lets Talk Express to sell
its existing license. The version of Microsoft Publisher 2013 CSC provided, a publication software that
CSC put its magic on, would not allow users to (a) place external articles directly into the textbox
(and Insert File command bars inserting Word documents!) or (b) update external links. It is no longer
a functional magazine-producing software. If this persists, we might have to use Microsoft Word for
our future publications; however, we will still need some kind of photo/graphic editing software.
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(3) Usual Treatment

CSC staff members love to make seemingly logical statements. The SIO
assistant replied on 2015-01-08 that in accordance with CCRA 96-1, it
was determined that we cannot decide what are considered Gang hands
signs therefore the institution has a policy of no hand signs in photographs.
Now, on 2016-07-05, the Warden, assuming in consultation with the new
SIO personnel, replied that the vetting of hand signs in photographs is
linked to managing Security Threat Groups. Rather than debating what
hand sign is or is not related to a gang symbol, for example, a decision was made to not allow any
hand signs. The inmate photographer is aware of this and is to communicate that with inmates when
taking photographs. It is easy to comply with that direction, so I see no need to reverse the decisions to
manage that practice as is. At first glance, their reason sounded logical.
It must be the phrase it is easy that prompted further contemplation.
Doesnt CSC continually say that inmates have chosen shortcuts in life that
land them in prison? Doesnt CSC love to remind inmates that easy money
creates victims? Now, CSC chooses the easy path rather than allowing
due process (which provides certain amount of debate). Both the CCRA
s.96(1) and the IRS Guidelines say nothing about hand signs (see Summer 2015 and 2016 for more information); therefore, the current direction
to not take pictures of any hand sign is not justifiable. Yet, thats nothing
new. It is just the consequence of sentencing - seeing CSC make up orders
to make their jobs easier.

Updating the Centralized Purchasing Catalogue
On July 4th, William Heads AWMS said that our new supplier is committed to
review its inventory every 6 months. The population is encouraged to submit
formal requests to Stores (aka ISS or SIS). Simply write on the request form (a)
the items that you would like to purchase and (b) the rationale behind the needs.
CSC will collect, compile, and forward a list to the supplier. To the AWMSs
knowledge, this procedure is what Pacific region has decided. Inmates in the
other regions should forward their inquiry to the Chief of Material and Services
for more information.
Jacks note: If anyone notices any item prices that are not comparable to the Canadian retail market,
please write down the catalogue number(s), attach the flyer or newspaper (with the date still attached)
and circle the item(s), and forward that to the store. The supplier is under contract to offer competitive
pricing. The sooner someone let CSC know with proofs, the sooner CSC can notify the supplier.

Pebble in the fall
Two paragraphs in the new CD 760 - Social Programs and Leisure Activities, 2016-05-02, significantly changes the livelihood of prisoners. Its paragraphs 20 and 28 substitute previous policy SOP
760 Arts and Crafts, 1999-08-20, paragraphs 4 and 10. If the Commissioner has his way, inmates
would no longer be able to (1) sell to the public and (2) contribute to certain charitable causes.
Historically, inmates have always been allowed to sell or give their own art/hobby work to the
public.2 By the 1990s, CSC employees successfully argued that they were indeed part of the public. A
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policy was created to specifically declare that public includes the CSC staff
and contractors.3 Upon purchase, they were required  to sign a declaration
indicating that the articles are for personal or gift-giving purposes and not for
the purpose of resale. (Ibid., par. 8)
Seemingly out of the blue, on May 2016, the Commissioner directed that (1) all inmates can only
sell their work to CSC employees and contractors4 and (2) individuals or organizations who receive
donated hobby craft articles will sign a declaration indicating that the articles are for personal or gift
giving purposes and not for the purpose of resale (Ibid., par. 28)
The dramatically reduced patron pool not only impairs inmates legitimate source of income, it hurts
the CSC budget. Inmates who made a profit from sales were required to pay a certain percentage to
CSC. Certain jails enforce additional tariffs for shop maintenance. Now, with the reduced chance to
make sales, inmates will be contributing less.
This policy change also affects charitable causes. Events like the Prison Letters hosted silent auction, which uses the proceeds from auctioning inmates donated artwork to support Missing and Murdered Aboriginal Women, will not be allowed to proceed.
Lastly, the hobby workers reduced revenue will hurt
the entire prison population. With inmates reduced spending
power on the canteen, sales would inevitably decrease.
The profits that would have been used for the general
population well-being will subsequently be reduced.
Inmates reacted negatively to this news. Some inmates turned to legal materials hoping to find a valid argument. Within days, a glimmer of hope was found. The
CCRR (last amended on June 19, 2015) section s.110 states,
An inmate may sell a product of a hobby of the
inmate to any person.
Would this short fifteen word legislation render the
Commissioner Directive unlawful?
Great question.
For those readers who have Internet access, please ask
the Strategic Policy Division through: Gen-NHQPolicy-Politi@csc-

scc.gc.ca

[
Please note that this is the correct spelling of the filename. It was misspelled in the last edition.

1
2

SOP 760 par. 10. Arts and crafts articles may be donated to a family member or someone on the approved visiting list
of the inmate who made the articles or the inmate may designate a charitable organization to whom
the articles will be donated. In all cases, it must be clearly established that the articles to be donated
are clearly the property of the inmate.

3

SOP 760 par. 4. Arts and crafts articles produced by inmates may be sold to the public. For the purpose of these
Standard Operating Practices, public includes Correctional Service of Canada employees and
persons under contract to the Service.

4

CD 760 par. 20. Hobby craft articles produced by inmates may be sold to CSC employees and contractors.
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Ahhhh, Good Times!
Denied!
In todays society, sex runs rampant, especially for the teenage
and 20-something males. I personally dont believe that all men
would spend every second of every day thinking about sex. However,
I do believe that its constantly on our minds and that we get so
damn excited about it quite often. So, this Ahh, good times
moment is brought to you by liquor, attractive Finnish girls, and
(at the time) a 19 year-old that does not get laid often.
Now, Im not one to be seeking out sex. Im more of a if it
happens, it happens type of guy, and I should also point out, that
is when a lot of the excitement about sex comes into play. Anyway, my summer job was always having
employee parties and employee parties. The difference being, one is held at a restaurant or thematic
attraction and the other is held at the job site where the shit hits the fan (this place had employee
housing since most employees were from out of state). The party that this story revolves around is the
job site type of party. This party in particular was the liquor luge. Picture this: a bunch of horny Finnish
and American 20-to-30-somethings on a beautiful summer night with a boatload of beer and liquor and
a huge ice block to pour said liquor into our mouths. So now, the scene is set.
To start, Ill backtrack slightly. Up until the night of the liquor luge, one American boy had been
casually giving a Finnish girl prostate exams (without the use of fingers) and it was no secret. I was
friends with the boy (whom we shall call J) and would occasionally attempt to flirt with the girl (whom
shall be called L). I mean, why wouldnt I? Shes attractive and had an accent. Thats solid reasoning
right there.
So, once again, the night comes when we all get wild. There was music, drinks, and good company.
That night, the girl had been asking and asking to do shots with me.
E, wanna do shots? Wanna have a shot? Wanna do shots with me? What else
could I say but yes? Attractive and had an accent. My hands were tied. So, we are
pouring each other shots down the ice block and chatting each other up. During this
time, I had noticed J off in the distance looking a little upset. Yet, I thought nothing of
it. Actually, I didnt really care. Either way, I wanted to do shots with her and she
wanted to do shots with me. So, in my books, it was a win-win.
Later, things started to get interesting.
Do you want to grab a bottle and get out of here? L had asked me.
My response was quite obvious. Of course!
So, she grabbed a bottle of peach schnapps and passed it to me. I made some
smart-ass remark about having to be casual about taking someone elses bottle of
liquor and I then hid the bottle under my shirt. She asked where we could go and I
said, C isnt home. Hes gone for the weekend. I could probably card his door and
we could chill there. I know he wont mind. Her eyes lit up and said, Okay, lets
go. So, we made our way to Cs cabin.
When we arrived, I opened my wallet and pulled out my debit card. Using my
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drunken mind, I tried to remember how J had said to card doors. Lo and
behold, on the first try I had carded open my first and last door. I looked
back to L with this surprised look on my face and said, Holy shit, I didnt
think that would work!
Everything at this point was going so well. In my mind, I was confident that I was getting laid that night. I mean, it seemed so perfect. Attractive girl wants to do shots, she asks if I want to grab a bottle and leave
the party, we have a place to go to, and the door is now unlocked. The
stars were aligned and I was getting laid that night! Yet, if its perfect, it
probably isnt right. Nothing is perfect and I found that out the hard way.
Once inside, we sat on the couch and each took another shot. Then, she did the one thing I did not
expect She asked about J.
Where is J?
I think he went home.
We should invite J.
Hes probably already asleep. The conversation continued like that for another couple minutes.
Seeing that nothing was going to happen because I was being cock blocked by someone that wasnt
even there, I said it was getting late and let her keep the bottle.
I dont remember what happened after that, but I do remember feeling completely defeated. Looking back, I dont know if she was hoping for a three way or if she wanted to see my drunk ass get kicked,
but I do know that I wasnt having any of it.
Sex with random people can be fun; Id be a liar to say otherwise. What is even more fun? Having
a girlfriend/boyfriend, or spouse, that you connect with on deeper levels. That is what makes it even
better. Sex with random people can lead to a three way that blind sides you out of nowhere, getting your
ass kicked, or worse yet, STIs. The moral of the story is: Dont have sex with random people (and no,
it isnt because of this one disappointing experience that is kind of funny. Okay, maybe it partially is).
Actually, a better moral would be: Dont be a fool, wrap your tool (I did not have a condom that night.
So, maybe it was for the best).

Red Handed
Its been three years since I graduated high school. Yet, it feels like it was just yesterday. As glad as
I am to have graduated, there are days that I miss the halls of Reedsburg Area High School. When
youve got the right group of friends, you make plenty of memories. However,
even with those you arent really close to, you still make memories; although
it involves getting into a little trouble.
My first time trying marijuana was when I was around 13 years old. The
next time I tried it, I was 14, only a freshman. It was during this year of high
school that D, J, and I got busted for partaking on the devils lettuce. One
would think that I would write about my first time getting stoned, that my
high getting stepped on would be a bad story to tell, but its actually more
funny.
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Late in my freshman year, I wasnt too big of a pothead. I was more of a weekend warrior, a
sometimes stoner if you will. I was still always down to get up, though. There was one day my
mom took me clothes shopping. On the return home, D, J, and I texted each other and made plans to
chill. I bought an 8th and after that, we bought snacks.
After getting weed and snacks, we were sitting up in Ds room just hanging out. At that time, Ds
mom wasnt home. We sat around questioning when we should smoke (also during this time, J S. was
invited over). My suggestion was to smoke before she got back so we wouldnt have to worry. Ds
suggestion was that we wait until she returned home to smoke, in fear that she would walk in on us
getting high. For some reason, we went with Ds plan
Before we smoked, D said we would smoke in his tiny closet with the door closed (what one would
call a hot box). Now, this is when the story gets good. J took off his shirt because he didnt want his
shirt smelling like a skunk sprayed it. Then, I took off my shirt for the same reason, because it was a
new shirt and new shirt smell is
awesome. Anyway, D ended up
taking his shirt off too. So now...
Its three shirtless guys sitting in
a closet smoking weed. What could
go wrong at this point? Well Lets
see
Up until this point, everything
was going fine. Operation: Get
High While Ds Mom is Home
was off to a good start. Yet, no
plan is perfect. We were getting
high and having a great time until
J S. arrived. J S. knocks on the
door and Ds mom calls up the stairs
for D. D, J, and I all sat there not
knowing what to do. The plan was
sit and be quiet. Why? Well, because we were three shirtless teens
that were already stoned as all hell
and had no idea what to do. So,
with a deer in the headlights look,
we sat there. One of us said, Shhh
Just be quiet, and we did. Ds
mom is now making her way up
the stairs calling for D even more.
The looks on our faces then surpassed deer in the headlights. It
had become, Dude, I think I just
shit my pants. So, J and I quickly
chucked the pipe and weed underneath the boxes we had been sitting on.
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Enter: Ds mom. The I shit my pants look then changed to something entirely different. She had
entered his bedroom and saw no one. Yet, she smelled us. The closet door swings open and the looks
on our faces changed one more time.
WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU DOING?! She yelled at us. J and I were in a state of utter shock
and D was the only one able to open his mouth and let the shit excuses fly. He calmly responded with
the one phrase (posed as a question) that most mothers in our hometown never want to hear, Being
gay? She then yelled, GET THE FUCK OUT and we did. J grabs his shirt and started to leave. Im
stoned, scared, and shirtless, so I grab my shirt and try to put it back on. Then, there was one more,
GET THE FUCK OUT followed by a IM CALLING YOUR MOTHERS, and I was gone.
J and I are running out the door, blowing past J S. and yelling back, GET THE FUCK OUTTA
HERE, DUDE! So, J S. and his friends book it with us. I didnt stop running until I hit home.
A couple days passed and we learned that Ds mom didnt call our parents. It was Js parents that
called mine and J had completely dimed me out. My dad asked, Whose weed was it? I said, Js.
Dad responded with, Thats funny. Js mom said that J said it was yours. My first thought was, That
bastard! Way to stick with the plan, asshole. Yet, I didnt get grounded, but I had to deal with getting
razzed about the alleged ménage à trois that we all had in the closet.

Im a firm believer in the legalization of marijuana, whether it is for recreational or medicinal use.
So, the moral of the story isnt about not smoking. Its to not be an idiot. Smoke
before mom comes home or at the very least, dont invite someone over while
getting high
If you do get caught, just be honest. Dont tell your mom youre
being gay in a closet with two other shirtless guys, even though it seems like a
viable lie, it wont work, trust me

One Cocky Bastard
Its safe to say that when someone is good at something, or feels that they are the best
at something, that person can be quite cocky and brag often. I am one of these people. I
wasnt the smartest kid in school nor was I the football star. I
wasnt the best debater nor was I the chess champion. I did not
excel in the videogame world nor was I the angelic voice in the
choir. I was the best thespian. I mean, how couldnt I be? With
talents like my 6 slim build, chiseled jaw, pimple free good
looks, and silky hair. It is only natural that I hogged the spotlight. Then, of course, theres my comedic timing, which was
impeccable, and my accents that were fan-fricking-tastic. To
me, it didnt matter who you were or what role you had, I could
do it better. Though my origin story starts quite humbly, it mutates
During the summer break after 8th grade, my mother took me to my first
play. We saw Is He Dead? and I loved it. Its funny to think that I didnt even
want to go. When it was over, I felt stupid for even complaining. After that, I
had to be an actor. I wanted to make people laugh and feel just like I did that
day.
When I hit high school, I didnt even know where to go or what to do. By
the time I learned about the fall musical, it was too late to even audition. So,
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I waited for the spring play.
When spring finally arrived, I had my chance to audition for Romeo &
Juliet. It was a remixed version where the Capulets and Montegues were
Green Bay Packers fans and Chicago Bears fans. I played Sampson, a
Capulet. Nothing big, but I did choreograph most of the fight scenes. I felt
like I made some sort of impact, and as you can tell, I still find it bragworthy.
Sophomore year, I still had not landed a lead role, but you can bet I
acted like my shit didnt stink. The fall one-act play isnt worth talking
about. Therefore, Ill skip to the spring play. It was called 30n60. Simply
put, it was 30 plays in 60 minutes. If my memory serves me correctly, I
was in most of them. My main skit was something to do with a movie in a
box. This box came with everything needed to make a wicked, completely
awesome, action movie (villain included). It got plenty of laughs and looking
like an idiot with your best friend is always a pleasure.
In my Junior year, our fall play was Little Shop of Horrors. If you refer to the movie, I was Jim
Belushis character. A small part, but I got to sell baby Audrey Twos when the play ended. For the
spring play, we put on Arsenic and Old Lace. By then, I still had not procured a lead, but I did get two
roles. I was an old man (whom the crazy aunts try to kill but Mortimer was like, Aw hell nah! Get
outta here, gramps and pushes me out the door) and Officer Ohara (aspiring writer). Having two roles
was definitely better than having a lead; it proved how versatile I was. So, I let Josh keep his silly little
lead as Mortimer. I was given the easy task of being two different people, and of course, I accepted. For
Ohara, I used an old-timey, 50s-esque, Brooklyn voice, and for gramps, obviously it was an old man
voice.
Our first official performance was Friday (with a dress rehearsal for the school population on Thursday) and concluded Sunday. So, for Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, I stuck with my usual Ohara
voice. I believe it was after Saturdays performance that I had told people that on Sunday, since it was
our last show, I was going to switch up my accents. Looking back, I dont think anyone believed me.
Let me set the scene quick It was a late night and the lights in the aunts house were on. I happened
to be cruising around and saw the lit house. So, I stopped and checked it out. I knocked on the door and
Claire (playing Aunt whatever-the-hell-her name is) answers. As soon as the door opened, I opened my
mouth and let the Whisky and Potatoes fly. Josh (Mortimer), Claire (Aunt Whats Her Name), and
Shosie (Aunt Who-Cares) faces turned to utter shock. Since the audience couldnt see me just yet, I had
the biggest grin on my face while my co-actors were sporting the deer in the headlights look. For the
rest of the show, anytime Officer Ohara was on the scene; it was done the Irish way. After I stepped off
stage, I unzipped my one-piece officer outfit (which could potentially be used for stripping) and walked
into the green room with my arms open wide saying, I am a god amongst men (a.k.a. cockiness at its
finest). Yet, the most fun came when I had to describe the plot to the book Ohara was writing. I had to
yell, jump, and run around the stage, all with an Irish accent.
With the fun of Junior year out of the way, I was smart enough to carry on
to Senior year. This was my year to shine. For the fall and spring productions, I was the lead. To which I thought, It is about damn time. Our fall
show was a one-act called Check Please (our version was a mash-up of three
different Check Please performances). My characters name was Guy. The
female lead, portrayed by Aly (whos father unjustly referred to me as a
cocky bastard), was Girl. The plot goes like this  Guy and Girl (in the same
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restaurant) go on a series of horrible blind dates. Their
dates are the craziest bunch of people. She meets up with
a guy dressed in a burlap sack, a guy who fears practically
everything, an 80s-looking rock star, and with another
guy who is incredibly creepy but thinks that he is romantic. I met up with an extreme football fan, a kleptomaniac, a girl with multiple personality disorder (including
very innocent, very angry, and monkey), and a mime. It
was the most ridiculous group of guys and gals one had
ever seen. The play ends like this  Girl up and leaves
burlap boy, for obvious reasons, and heads for the door.
While she is frozen, my scene starts. Guy tries to flee the
scene, but mime girl wanted to follow. So, Guy had no
other choice but to trap her in a box. As the escape is
made, Guy and Girl meet. They ask each other witty questions
about each other, hoping to not have met another psycho
(for example, Youre not a football fan, are you?), and then hold hands as they decided to get ice
cream. This production probably made us laugh the most.
The thing about one-act plays is that there is a competition for them. Every other year, our school
was one of many that entered to be the best. Well, technically to be one of a few to perform at the state
theater festival, but thats not as dramatic. Regardless, my Sophomore year production didnt make the
cut by a long shot. Check Please, on the other hand, made it to state (because of me). There was only
one problem  on the way to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, my voice decided to up and
leave me. It was the froggiest of throats I had ever experienced.
Now, I should have mentioned earlier that I like to talk. So, on the couple hour bus ride, Im sitting
with a raspy, practically non-existent voice talking everyones ear off. I dont think I could have counted
how many times I was told to shut up to preserve my voice, but as one could guess, I did not listen.
After arriving, we still had a few hours to go before we performed. That gave us time to walk around
the campus, get food, and do whatever else we had to do. With hours of free time, what else could I do
but talk? Again, I dont think I could count how many times I was told to shut up (and that time, I really
dont think it was to preserve my voice).
Later that day, our time came to perform our asses off. I still had no voice to perform with, so I did
(one of many things) what I do best  make it work. The stage was set and we are ready to perform.
Each time I had to speak, I had to (what equates to) yell. The audience could tell I was not in my prime.
Obviously, I couldnt let this set me back. I yelled and yelled and made it work. Despite my raspy, nonexistent voice, the audience loved the show. As the stage lowered, I had another god amongst men
moment. While we walked down the hallway, this gentleman introduced himself to me. I received a
firm handshake and a congratulation. He asked where I was going to college or if I had thought about
college. Clearly he was scouting talent. I didnt see him approach anyone else, so I felt damn good
about it.
Yet, as time passed, the glory from Check Please started to fade. We moved forward with life, and
months later, the drama club started auditions for the spring production. It was a fun show called You
Cant Take it With You. The title seemed appropriate to send us Seniors off into the world. The lead role
was a little difficult to spot. The story revolved more around the family than one member (or the young
couple) in particular. My character, Grandpa, had the most lines. In my opinion, he was also the best
character, but that is not the point. The point is  this was a group of leads.
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It was a fun performance. It really was. My advice  dont date a co-actor. For me, it brought about
even more cockiness and created more drama than what was on stage. We argued, I was convinced she
was cheating on me, I ended up cheating on her, we broke up, and I had to show her what she was
missing out on (which, looking back on, really wasnt much). My personal performance of King
Whos Shit Dont Stink was put on full blast, flirting and improv included.
As with most things, wrenches can easily be thrown into the mix. Later in life, I learned that cockiness usually gets shut down. These couple of scenes were not one of those times. My wit turns every
mishap into glory. For this mishap, the stage was setup like a maze. With plenty of black outs, one
would think that glow tape would be necessary for the actors to navigate to their designated spots and
off stage. We did not experience such luxury. We were told to use the be careful tactic. On opening
night, I completely missed the stairs and crashed right into the snake terrarium. The audience heard the
crash, bang, boom, and luckily for me, I didnt swear. Limping my way through the darkness, I managed to make it off stage for intermission. Backstage, I reluctantly got some help from a couple coactors and we made our way to the green room. The diagnosis, a bleeding hand and a banged up leg.
My directors helpful words were something to the affect of, Well, it makes your old man walk more
convincing. Yet, still no glow tape
As the next scene started, no one knew that the snake terrarium was still knocked over. I entered the
scene and looked down. My face had that Oh shit look. So, I did what I do best  make it work. I
looked up to Josh and Hannah, looked back down, then looked up once more. It was apparent that
something was not right with the scene, so, I saved the day with a little improv. I made some remark
about knocking my snakes over and they had no choice but to play along as I continued limping. Other
than that, things went well.
My last high school performances were overly successful and who was to thank? If anyone listened
to my rants, which were usually tuned out, it was thanks to me. In my mind, I was the glue to the
project. I was always quick to brag about my acting prowess. I was usually one of the last to memorize
my lines. I would improvise quite often. I would fool around the most. I even had the tradition that
before every performance Id get high. Then, when I arrived, Id still remember the ins and outs and act
circles around everyone.
Yet, cockiness aside, the four years of high school theatre brought about some of the best, and some
of the worst, times I had experienced. I had achieved my goal of creating laughter. Yes, most of the
time I was acting like an asshat, but I was their asshat. This was what I was born to do. I had found a
place of belonging, which in high school is important. We were like a little family. Okay, maybe not all
of us, but most of us were like a family. We each had our own roles to play. I was the brother/cocky
stoner/comic relief, Josh was the middle brother/leading man, Aly was the little sister/jack of all trades,
Jolene was the straight-laced aunt, Andy was the youngest/my little protégé,
and Shosie was the cousin everyone hated (there are more of us, but Im
not looking to waste anyones time).
The point is, we all shared laughs and tears, and we all hated the
drama although we continually created it. My innocence-turned-cockiness
had a place where it wasnt wasted. From the humble beginnings of
wanting to create laughter to being a cocky bastard, you know the
pillar of the theatrical realm and all that; I had completed my goal.
Like an M. Night Shyamalan script, you thought this was a douchey
story about how cocky I was, but it turned into a cute story about how
I found myself. Jokes on you.
[
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PEA
CE & NON-VIOLENCE
PEACE
Peace and Non-Violence

E = MC2
By Jack
No one appreciates a breakthrough like its discoverer. Case in
point: E=MC2. When Einstein first proved that Energy equals Mass
times the square of the speed of light, no one valued it. It was such a
short equation, too simple looking to deserve recognition. Yet, when
scientists needed to predict the potential energy of splitting atoms,
this short formula was rediscovered. Not only can it accurately predict the bomb yield, it has since broken the mathematical boundary between energy and matter. E, was
once used only as a measurement of force, can now be used to describe the potential energy of matter.
Coincidentally, matter, speed, and energy can all be used to describe E of OBM. (Right, E.D. Wolf?)
Truth be told. When E showed up in the office, I was quite upset. At that point, I had been working
at OBM for about a year. One after another, a total of three jerk-offs, who had written a combined
length of half a page, had passed through this office. One jerk-off even removed supplies/inventories
and lied to my face about it. None of them seemed to like other inmates. They spent most of their time
in their houses, and they left the jail as suddenly as they arrived. I cant say for sure whether it was the
arrangement that I didnt have a say on who should be hired, the suffocating and thankless workload, or
that my new supervisor didnt care about OBM that made me upset. Besides, the fact of the matter is
that working at OBM has been difficult. My patience has been spent. I did not want to bother explaining the inner workings of the business to a short timer. I saw E as an obstacle, a lump of matter that
obscured my aim. I thought E was a simple function that has limited application. Nevertheless, none
of this baggage could excuse the fact that I was rude to E when he first got the job.
I remember the day E first came to work. I was typing something and he was standing behind me
rummaging through some stuff. I heard him asking me what he should do. I thought he was just like
that other dude who wanted to write about minimum sentencing
and took his entire time to do research, or like that older guy
who stole shit. Honestly, there could have been some racist influence at that moment, since that other dude was young and
white like E. Yet, neither reason would excuse my rudeness. I
said something to this effect, I am not your boss. If you want to
contribute, read some of the old issues over there and write something.
Then, I was scheduled to leave. So, I showed E and another
new guy the office, gave them some assignments, and I hoped to
God that, when I came back, the OBM hard drive would not be
destroyed. You see, my concern was not entirely baseless. Mmm let
just say, rumor has it that my predecessor was tempted to crush
the computer before I came into the office. Regardless, thats
another story.
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When I returned from my futile travel, I was exhausted. A few negative experiences had worsened
my mental state. I did not look forward to another deadline, or to find another jerk-off taking advantage
of the remnants of cons since past. Turns out though, I worried too much. The only thing missing from
the office was a pillow that the other new guy borrowed. The computer was still there. Pages of
words were ready to be printed. I was thrilled to discover that E can write everything  fiction, news,
opinion, poetry, etc. In addition, I found that he was very patient in editing my ESL errors. Excellent!
From me editing his dangling clauses and misplaced modifiers to him looking over my ESL errors and
incorrigible typos, OBMs quality exponentially improved.
My work experience also improved. Well, at least for a while. I no longer had to continuously write,
revise, and then seek external proofreaders. With Es mad writing skills, I was able to find time preparing my parole application (and hopefully get the fuck out). I republished some old OBMs into PDFs,
prepped all the M. Matteo cartoons for printing, finished a couple of video games, read a couple of
books, and even bugged the administration with inquiries my kind of good time.
Meanwhile, E was writing away. It must have been the ample supply of coffee at the office. E was
pumping out 20 pages in no time. After that, he embarked on a journey into the world of Diablo II.
Then, he started singing along with the radio all day. Amazingly, he knows all the lyrics. I am not the
type of person that can concentrate with noise. So, I started to wear earplugs at work. The noise itself
did not bother me. It was the respect, or should I say the disrespect. By then, I have accepted that the
twenty-somethings in prison all like loud music. They are all hypnotized by the contemporary music
like some worshipper with their sacred scriptures, knowing every verse and joyfully reciting them
aloud. I get it. Celebrities are the new saints; entertainment industries (and fashions) are the new
religions. Human psyche has not evolved in millenniums, and the meek indeed inherited the earth.
But, I digress.
E has the energy and creativity of a tyke. Not long after he discovered the colored Sharpies in the
drawer, he started sketching. First mimicking some graphic on his hat. Then slowly, he drew his own
comic strips. Drawing seemed to amuse him. It was bananas.
Now, after eight months in the office, E has become an intricate member of
the team. He wrote half the magazine he edited. He cleaned the office, picked
up supplies, and answered all the letters from the States. Lately, he has become obsessed with perfection. Soon, he will leave this office behind and
unleash his potential in the brave free world.
E has set a high standard for the editors that follow.

Writing out loud
Ironically, this publication was told not to reveal specifics that might identify certain individuals if we
have not obtained consent. Consequently, we chose to redact certain passages.
Institutional Parole Officers (IPOs), like every other human being, go to work with their own set of
biases and baggage. Some try to be professionas; some are simply corrupt. I have always struggled
with their creative writing and their overt persuasion for their own gain. Lately, Ive struggled with
the blue curtain.
I have always understood that part of an IPOs role is to gather information and generate paperwork
that offers background, progress, and aim of their caseload. I have also come to terms with the reality
that they would rather gather their caseloads information from people who, like the police and the
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crown, have favored their careers more than justice itself. So, IPOs believe that only the information
coming from them can satisfy the legal requirements? Alrighty then. The court has ruled, and I will
live with that.
As the years went by, I saw myself change on paper. From seeing adjectives like callous and
calculating to remorseful and respectful, then back and forth, with words like accountable and key
player in the subculture thrown in the midst of my file. The changes were dramatic. Well, on paper
that is. The only changes I feel, are that (1) I am more of a criminal than the person I was, (2) I am able
to verbalize my thoughts a little bit better, (3) I set some goals and boundaries in life, and (4) I grow
more mistrustful and I feel more angry and frail as time passes. I felt like a shaken pop can, being
labeled and re-labeled, shipped, stored, and marketed to justify their treatments upon me. While I was
in their massive warehouse, administration flaunted their statistics, patting each other on the back,
calling themselves good corrections. All that time, I was looking out at the world, unable to move,
weighted down by the loathing of the lot. I was fizzing inside an aluminum shell, frequently hearing
the neighboring cans popping off, unable to contain their pressures from within. In the midst of that
darkness, I was expected to work with my IPO.
Through the years, I must have gone through more than ten IPOs. With little introduction or farewell, they showed up and disappeared like the nut in a shell game. Some of those IPOs were pretty
nice. They would call me by my first name, greet me when passing by, put me in programs, and try to
joke. One had even reassured me on the damages of some initial reports. Some of those IPOs were
very busy  they didnt have time to talk to inmates or do any paperwork for any applications. Dont
waste my time. I am not supporting you, seems to be the slogan that flows effortlessly out of their
mouths. Some of those IPOs were flippant. Their attitude changed with each meeting. One meeting
they would scold me on my entrenched beliefs; one meeting they would praise me on the very thing
they had criticized me on before. The only way I found myself working with them was locking my lips
and pondering the cause and aim of their efforts  a solution I know too well from my own baggage.
Then one day, within eight months of one new IPO taking on my case, I was re-labeled and shipped to
this peninsula.
I was elated to find out that living in a duplex, cooking my own food, and being surrounded by ocean
views were not cruel jokes from inmates that had returned to medium security. It felt surreal that
William Head has a theatre company and allows fishing. I took my time, enjoyed the relatively fenceless scenery and witnessed the sun rising from the horizon. However, my elation was short lived.
William Head is still a prison. It still has IPOs.
I was assigned a IPO who had shipped two lifers I know. They were shipped, from what I can gather,
for not following their correctional plan. So, from the perspective of a person who breaks more rules
on a daily basis than these individuals combined, I was pessimistic of my stay. Thankfully, this IPO
retired before any scheduled report was due. Another IPO later, I was assigned my current IPO, an IPO
I have been working with for three years.
With no ill will and no sarcasm, this IPO is too honest. For a person who is blunt and looks down
on social graces, I enjoy honesty. I love to hear about other peoples problems. I prefer seeing people
acting frustrated rather than pretending to be hunky-dory. To me, life is not all nice and sunny. So, what
is wrong with talking about stresses and hurdles? But I digress. Let me start from the beginning.
Three years ago, I was informed of her initiation. I was paged to sit with her alone, like a few
meetings I have had in the past. There was nothing unusual about this until she started to tell me her
reasons for working in corrections. Again, may I reiterate that I bear no ill will here. It was an odd but
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memorable moment in my corrections life. In our first meeting, she told me about her previous experiences in the criminal justice system. She went on citing her goals of working in corrections while I
struggled to comprehend what was happening. So, I did what I usually do. I closed my lips and waited
it out.
I remember coming out of her office confused. I thought I had these people figured out. They are
here for their steady paycheck, to climb their career ladders, and to do as little as they can. Honestly, I
was a bit upset by her audacity in her attempt to sell me her grandiose notions of her existence. Surely,
within a couple of weeks, she behaved like other IPOs. She didnt have time to read my file. She
couldnt do anything for me until she caught up. She wouldnt take drop-ins until 4:30 PM. You know,
the usual. And then, she messed up.
Little did she know that when CSC says that an IPO is responsible for everything on his/her caseload, it means everything but the writing of his/her caseloads parole eligibility report. This document
was supposed to summarize my CSC files to be presented in court. Thus, because of the apprehension
of biased aspects, it was supposed to be prepared by a
neutral person. Yet, she finished and forwarded this document
without conferring with me.
Messing up did not just pertain to her. Though she
did exaggerate one incident as incidents, and later referred to it as a history of behaviors, which was never
on my file before. Apparently, I did not respond as gracefully
as other educated people would. You see, if the exaggeration was in any other CSC documents, that type of
creative expression would have stayed. But, it was for
the court, and the Department of Justice (DOJ) asked
me for comments. So, I listed out a few problems and
filed it. Then, something happened. But all I want to
say is that I discovered a new feeling upon hearing my
IPO using phrases like I dont need you to  to start
many of her sentences. No one had used these words in
such combinations towards me before. I was not sure
how to properly respond. I simply chose to avoid her office for months.
Eventually, after she caught up with the paperwork, she started to schedule meetings with me once
a month. This was new to me. I heard that the two other IPOs mentoring her had done this to their
caseload. I heard stories about the insults and accusations. I heard inmates from her mentors caseload
telling stories about those mentors labeled, yelled at, and firmly stated that they will never offer their
support. One inmate was even told that he would die in prison. Eager to prove that I had overcome
issues of entitlement (well, more like self-respect), I looked forward to that first meeting.
Sadly, it was not what I expected. She said that she was trying to prepare my case, and she believed
it would be beneficial for both of us if I were to draw her a flow chart of what I thought and did during
my offense. A mind map, she called it. The assignment was a challenge, the difficult part being the
organization of my insights and the overcoming of my own inner-critic. The meetings themselves did
not seem particularly beneficial. Some ended in awful silence; some ended in repetition of previous
sessions.
By then, I was in a minimum for a little over a year. I wasnt going anywhere, and I was not getting
support for anything. I thought of this as another warehouse, one with an ocean view ... filled with
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predators. On the other hand, my IPO didnt get any
breaks either. The Parole Board kept on deciding against
her recommendation. Mandatory meetings, training, policy
changes, and workplace politics seemingly stifled her
initial spark. She was slowly turning into just another
IPO.
Then, the turning point came. This IPO played a pivotal role in the most satisfying moment of my life. It
happened during her testimonial in my parole eligibility
reduction hearing. What she said on the witness box
changed my view. By the time she went up on the stand,
my testimonial was over. I was ill-prepared. I wasnt
aware that I was supposed to shamelessly sell my achievements
and insights during direct examination. I was beating myself up while the crown hammered on my
conducts for the first decade of my sentence. One after another, the CSC workers were asked to rate
conducts similar to mine. They were not looking good. My faint hope continued to diminish after each
witnesss appearance. But then, my IPO said what she said on the stand.
In case I was not clear, my relationship with my IPO has not been serene. Before she answered the
crowns questions, there was no telling on what she was going to say. After some warm-up questions,
the most critical question hit. It was phrased like this: [paraphrasing here] From your interaction with
inmates, the crown said calmly and focused, have you heard of the saying the less I bother you, the
less you bother me? I was woken up from the trial daze. The crown was validating my words. The
moment had finally come. Maybe the crown was gambling on my IPOs fresh/green experience. Maybe
he was gambling on my IPOs fear of revealing the dark side of corrections. Regardless of his reasons,
he had chosen to use my IPOs testimonial to crush my credibility. My IPO innocently replied, I have
heard it from a few inmates. I do not agree  The crown impatiently asked, Was Mr. Yu one of
those inmates? My IPO was startled but regained herself and answered, Mr. Yu has never said that to
me. The rest was history.
I dont want to take away from the importance of the mercy of the jurors, the words of my supporters, or the brilliance of my lawyer, but the dark cloud hovering overhead parted from that response. The
once suffocating courtroom was now filled with life and excitement. Years of, what is now labeled as,
bad choices in the beginning of my sentence were excused. In the mind of laymen, my choices to
engage in the subculture became logical. I could imagine the deliberation amongst them, contemplating whether they would have made the same choice if, the first thing the guard told them during the
orientation of prison was to not ask them for anything, and ended with if you have any questions, ask
your committee.
After that hearing, I started to listen to my IPO. I was taken aback when she revealed her age, the
number of kids she has, her years of service in the military, her pets, her hobbies, etc. It was all kind of
refreshing. No IPO had talked about themselves - the only personal thing was the university and the
degree that the decorating diploma exposes. Sometimes, she would talk about getting her hands slapped
by her superior. I am not sure whether she was trying to relate, suggesting that everyone gets in trouble
here and there. After she repeated that a few times, thoughts of her not working for CSC came across
my mind.
At times, she would say things that are inconsistent with the policies. For instance, she told me that
for my first temporary absence application, I could only apply for one specific type of absence. Well,
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that is not in the policy. Technically, any inmate can apply for different types of temporary absences if
they are warranted. A few other IPOs in this jail had supported their caseload for multiple types of
conditional releases at their first crack. It felt personal at first. Though it turned out, my IPO was
shadowing and mimicking her mentors. Two IPOs who have been working here since it was still a
medium security prison years ago. They have her convinced that applying for one type of release is
more efficient. From what I can gather, the logic was that presenting the most sensible destination/type
to the board ensures a favorable result, and saves paperwork and deliberation time. Compared to
applying to multiple types at once, the downside is that the inmate will have to do six to nine more
months for the same amount of passes. She remained firm on her view, even after I pointed out the
contradicting facts and the laws.
For some unknown reason, her position on other things wavers. One day she talked about her twoand-a-half-year release plan for me. But, after six months of going nowhere, she asked me to apply for
parole. Then, when the community parole office (CPO) did not support her plan, she pulled her support
and asked me to withdraw. I dont normally listen to people whose power is to recommend. In my
view, a decision is not based solely on his/her recommendation. I still have a say in this decisionmaking process. Why should I take away this decision-makers power and deny myself by voluntarily
withdrawing? It just seemed wrong. Then, she told me the bargain. Withdraw the parole application
and she and the CPO would support the UTA application. Really? I didnt want to go out and come
back. It didnt sound like a good pattern I wanted to establish. But then, I remembered all those hand
slap stories, and I reminded myself of the office politics that I had yet to understand. So, I signed the
withdrawal form, essentially giving myself another year jail term.
After a week, I was content with it. After all, doing time in this jail was pretty easy. I just have to
stop thinking about the opportunity cost, take a deep breath,
and focus on my health.
But from then on, nothing she said seemed to make sense.
From her reluctance in accepting my secondary-stop application (i.e. a list of destinations to be approved by the parole
board so I can go places once I am on this unescorted temporary absence) to her repeating of some fragmented version of
what the CPO had said, it all suggested incertitude. Soon
after, she went on holiday without saying whether or not she
had filed my application.
I was upset to say the least. I mailed the CPO a copy of
my application just so that they could expect such paperwork. I wrote my IPOs supervisor inquiring about the process of my UTA expansion application. Perhaps I didnt proofread
it properly and left some angry words in there. It has been
weeks and I still havent received any response.
The united position and the silence must have been what people had referred to as the Blue Curtain, a wall of blue uniformed personnel standing in formation to obstruct onlookers from what is
going on backstage. I could feel the sense of powerlessness rolling in.
A couple days of fuming and cursing ensued. I was down and then brought myself up with anger.
During that emotional turmoil, I thought about my goal, my priorities, and my boundaries. I thought
about what I still have. I thought about what I can do with those things. At that point, I realized that I
could still live the life I choose to live within the context of corrections. So, I decided to write about it.
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Let me organize my thoughts, see what occupies my mind, and release the feelings of irrationality and
injustice.
When I finish, Ill read it over, make it comprehensible for the readers, and
Ill let go. Ill let go of the things that are not mine to control. Ill let go of the
what-ifs and the how-dare-yous. Ill breathe and focus on the things I can do.
[
The Religious Society of Friends, also known as the Quakers, sponsor this
regularly featured column. Contributors are invited to write on issues of Peace,
Non-Violence, Forgiveness and Reconciliation.

Gotta catch em all somewhere else!
In the 1990s, an eternal teen set out to become the very best that no one ever was. To catch
Pokémon monsters was his test and to train them was his cause. He travelled across the land, searching
far and wide to understand the power that was inside the Pokéball  a device used for capturing Pokémon.
With a heart so true, Ash Ketchum used his courage to pull him and his trusty sidekick Pikachu through
their adventures.
After years of Poké-battles, new Pokémon monsters, and new adventures, the animated world of
Pokémon has spilled into [augmented] reality. A new app hit the smartphone world that allows the
users to achieve a long lost childhood dream  to become a Pokémon trainer, to become the very best.
Pokémon Go attacked the users with Charm, a defensive tactic used to capture their hearts and
distract their minds. Charm was super effective! It was so effective that the new age Poké-trainers
have been capturing Pokémon in some of the best and even some of the worst places.
From Holocaust Memorials to funerals, Pokémon trainers have searched far and wide to become the
master. They have even stumbled their way onto CSC properties where the real monsters are kept.
In July, officials responded by issuing a public announcement. It reminds players that jail premises,
including parking lots and the areas surrounding the fences, are off limits. These places are private
property. Any trainers found in these areas will be searched (they might think you have a package for
an inmate). Any trainers may also be harassed. They might say that you will never become the Pokémon
master, that your Squirtle isnt as high of a level as theirs, or that Magikarp is the best (when, in fact,
Magikarp is fucking useless until it evolves into a Gyardos).
Regardless of how awesome Pokémon Go is, please pay attention to where you are going and when
to pick your battles (i.e. funerals, driving, mountain climbing). Sure, wed all like to catch Jigglypuff
and have it rock our faces off with a lullaby, but is the humiliation, possible fine, or any serious repercussion worth it? I dont think it is. So, save the trouble, play in the park (away from cars and federal
penitentiaries), and shoot for a Charizard. Oh, and dont forget to catch em all!...Well, somewhere else
and somewhere safe.
This news segment is brought to you by the Pewter City Pokémon Gym and the Viridian City Police
Department.
[
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Thanks, but No Thanks!
Important Message from OBM
OBM::
The Out of Bounds Magazine (OBM) is located within a federal prison.
Thus, we can not receive anything from the community like other
businesses on the street. William Head Institution will return, for
example, the following items:
n

Cash money / money from unverified source

n

Books / magazines / stamps / calendars / address books

n

Jewelry

n

Musical cards, Telephone calling cards, plastic cards

n

Excessive perfume, lipstick, etc.

n

Sexually explicit material

n

Unknown substance or items scanned positive for an illegal substance

n

Photographs with inappropriate content, photo albums,

n

Polaroid photos / CD’s / Cassettes / DVD’s / Computer Disks

For those of you who have sent us the above mentioned materials,
thank you. We appreciate your generous gestures. However, prison
officials do not like surprises.
Please respect the authority and seek prior approval before sending
us parcels that might otherwise be returned.
OBM maintains a strong tie with the institution’s library. If you wish to
send us books, we strongly suggest you donate them to William Head
Institution’s library through:

bookdonation@csc-scc.gc.ca
Out of Bounds
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Operational Changes
Library Hours

June 10, 2016 marks the first day of William Heads library being opened without staff supervision.
Historically, there has always been an on-site librarian to facilitate accessibility. However, with the
reduced population limit (180) since William Head changed to minimum status in 2002, administration
has not been able to acquire sufficient funding to open the library five days a week.
In April, the librarians hours were cut back to a 20 hour week. Since then, our
inmate committee campaigned for opening the library with the supervision of the
inmate clerks. Administration approved this idea, and the library is now open on
Fridays. The administrations only conditions are that three inmate clerks need to be
present during the operating hours and that the law section of the library will remain
closed.
Count time

On July 18, the morning count was changed from 6:45AM to 6:20AM. The previously allowed
movement between 6:00AM to 6:45AM will only be allowed with prior authorization for releases,
spiritual ceremonies, etc. Population will be allowed to leave their houses once the count clears around
6:30AM.
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V&C Vending

Administration has planned to install vending machines at V&C after the closure of the snack bar.
However, a vendor/supplier has not been secured. In the meantime, as of July 21, inmates may bring up
to eight approved sealed beverages and snack items from canteen to their visits. No canteen items are
allowed to return back to the unit.
Electrical Code

During recent renovations, two high-voltage transformers have been added in front of the administration building (the building on the left side of road once you enter the premises). Electrical code
dictates that the entire electrical system within a building must meet the current code upon refurbishment, and that any such transformer must be accessible from the service road. Therefore, the old
transformer located under the building was in violation. Now, two bulky green metal boxes stick out
like a sore thumb.

Inside/Out: A Theatre Review
By Vernon Wilson
Date:
Thursday, May 26, 2016
Performed: Patrick Keating
Duration: 85 Minutes
Genre:
Autobiography
Producer: New World Theatre
Door Price: Free
Location: Salmon House at William Head Institution
The first critical observation: While theatregoers paid $20 per ticket to see Inside/Out in the local
community, we were invited to see the show for free. Hence, the first critical point about this performance: we were not consumers, we were witnesses.
Of what, you ask? That is something I am still unpacking, given the performance contained a
superabundance of meaning for all in attendanceprisoners, staff, and community volunteers alike.
Some have called it inspirational. Others regard it as a testament to the magic of theatre. For me, I
think it was all of this and more: It was a rare glimpse into the genuine and vulnerable nature of human
redemption.
To be clear, this was Keatings first show in prison. Up to this point, he had only performed Inside/
Out for community members, disclosing the world of the incarcerated to people unacquainted with
crime and punishment. His wise use of prison slang and obscenities added realism to his stories behind
bars which he narrated with minimal propsa chair and a file boxwhile he walked the stage clad in
a denim jacket and jeans. Here was a man fully entrenched in the prison subculture, who wore his GP
status as a badge of honour. From the hardcore prisons of Quebec to Matsqui and Ferndale here in
B.C., Keating painted a picture of what prison life was like circa 1980s. A sort of exotic risqué theatre
of the shocking.
But inside here, at William Head prison, in 2016, thirty years after serving his time, Keating was not
disclosing a foreign world to his audience. Far from it. He was validating our world, which transformed his work into a rare form of reminiscence theatre for the old school prisoners in attendance.
But Keating did so much more than allow old timers to reminisce. For one, he revealed how even
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prison experience can be lent dignity through the
artistic work of theatre. As someone who has experienced not just the inside but who has since stayed
out, Keating further disclosed to us his own transformed life as a liberated man. Indeed, as an actorhero Keating inspired us to ponder the life-affirming possibilities opened up by a life dedicated to theatre.
That is to say, Patrick Keatingonce a law-breaker
now found himself, ironically and dramatically, enacting for us the truth that there is life beyond the
prison, that addictive cycles can be broken, that things,
however bleak and dismal, can indeed be made new
again. Yes, here was a man, intimately acquainted
with our own branded form of grief and suffering,
carrying the weight of the prison file box in his hands,
who rose to the occasion and performed his undocumented
moments of truth, revealing his life and passion. He
did this for us, his incarcerated brethren and theatre
witnesses, free of charge.

Over the Wall
is a twice-annual newsletter about strikes, actions and struggles going
on inside or around Ontario prisons. It is published by End the Prison Industrial Complex (EPIC),
a collective in Kingston who believe in and work
towards a world without prisons.
If you have a story or article that you’d like
them to contribute, if you’d like to receive the
newsletter, or just want to correspond, contact
us at:
EPIC, 427 Princess Street, Suite 409,
Kingston, ON K7L 5S9

epic@riseup.net, www.epic.noblogs.org

Yes, on that night, Patrick Keating, a released jailbird who found his freedom in the 1980s while
pursuing an acting degree from SFU and who has since soared for thirty years as an actor, sacrificed
himself on stage to take on the role of his incarcerated self. And at the end of the show, when the lights
dimmed, from out of the darkness he returned to his liberated self and engaged us in dialogue as equals.
As an act of friendship and solidarity, the living WhoS community made him an honorary member and
presented him and his stage manager with keepsake gifts, a spectacle that radically inverted the performances
title from Inside/Out to Outside/In in a community-building fashion. While televised celebrity culture
may anesthetize our pain as we serve our time in bed, those of us who chose to pick up our beds and
walk to the Salmon House to see Patrick Keatings performance learned how theatre culture could
reproduce and redeem our painful truths.
And so while there was no price of admission, Keating placed on us all a substantial price of exit,
not only from his performance but from the prison itself: the responsibility to go and do likewise, to
perform our own moments of truth, disclosing our lives and passions. To show this world we can
accountably transcend the worst of crimes, labels and stigmas. Yes, to show this world we can learn
and act in new ways and behold new realities! This is not the wide road of official rehabilitation. No,
this is the narrow and much more difficult road of genuine and vulnerable human redemption. Its the
rare stuff that art and theatre, at their very best, are made of and which we had the deep pleasure of
witnessing in the life and times chronicled in Patrick Keatings Inside/Out.

Sleeping Giants: A Prison Play
A Provocative Preview by the 2016 WHoS Board of Directors
As the only prison theatre company operating in Canada, William Head on Stage (WHoS) Theatre
Society has been producing captivating performances behind prison walls since 1981. After three and
half decades of demonstrating our ability to carry out successful productions, our primary mandate
continues to be focused on showcasing the liberating power of theatre.
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Through our annual productions performed in front of live audiences made up of people from the
local communities on Vancouver Island, WHoS is proudly in the business of breaking down fear-based
stereotypes of prisoners by revealing vulnerable dudes willing to express themselves through the medium of art. In this way, WHoS reaches out to the local community to dramatically co-sustain a healthy
and vibrant border-crossing relationship.
This summer, we begin production work on our 56th live theatre play. Sleeping Giants: A Prison
Dream Play will be co-produced with director Kathleen Greenfield of SNAFU Dance Theatre. This is
Greenfields debut directorship with WHoS and she intends to make a name for herself. Shes off to a
good start too, helping WHoS receive its largest grant in history. This past June, the Capital Regional
District (CRD) announced its landmark investment of $15,500 for this years production, signalling the
premium value placed on the WHoS brand and raising expectations for this years show. And we plan
to deliver!
The Concept
Drawing on Sleeping Beauty and Rip Van Winkle among other well-known fables for inspiration,
Sleeping Giants will seek to whimsically give creative expression to personal stories through the metaphors of sleeping, dreaming, and awakening. This will be an original devised play that you wont be
able to see anywhere else in the country.
Throughout the summer, director Greenfield will lead devising workshops
that will invite WHoS dudes and outside artistic colloborators alike to engage
in theatre and dance exercises designed to draw out personal stories about
sleeping, dreaming, and awakening. A special focus will be on encouraging
WHoS dudes to envision and share their dreams of leading life-affirming lives
beyond the prison gates. In this way, director Greenfield will not only strive to
create cutting-edge art in prison. With daring optimism, she seeks to harness
the power of art to actually transform incarcerated lives here and now!
The Production Team
Director Greenfield has assembled an all-star team of talented veterans and rookies to help us deliver a smash hit. Erin Crowley returns as stage management mentor, Poe Limkul will head up set and
light design, Ingrid Hansen returns to handle costume design and lead choreography, Manpreet Dhaliwal
will help with costume design, John Aitken will provide acting mentoring, and performing on stage
will be Anne Cirillo, Jeni Luther, Tasha Diamant, and the newest member of the WHoS community,
Emma Zabloski. Alongside these performers, director Greenfield has cast 16 WHoS dudes in three
ensembles: a dreamer/dream world character ensemble; dream dust movement ensemble; and music
and sound ensemble.
What to Look Out For
This will be Emma Zabloskis first ever WHoS production and she intends to shake things up by
facilitating workshops on stilt walking and flamenco dancing! If thats not enough, director Greenfield
has hinted at taking some serious creative risks with the set design. At this time, she foresees the show
happening in the round and creating a cylindrical set design with creative audience engagement.
If you dare to awaken and witness Sleeping Giants, check out our 12 performances scheduled for
October 6, 7, 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, 29, and November 3, 4, and 5 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the prison gym
of William Head Institution. Who knows, you may find yourself sitting beside Prime Minister Trudeau
and his Liberal entourage. Keep your eyes and ears open for when tickets go on sale in the fall!
[
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Victoria Addi ctions &
Rehabilitation Centre
525 Johnson Street
Victoria, British Columbia, V8W 1M2
Tel: 250-384-3396
Fax: 250-384-9412

Community Residential Facility
The Salvation Army Community Residential Facility (CRF) is situated in the heart of downtown
Victoria, British Columbia, with its unique location in the downtown core allowing for easy access to
many services and amenities in the community. The CRF offers residential based programs for a
maximum of 43 people, all single occupancy rooms. The Salvation Army strongly believes in a holistic
approach to helping our residents to restore their self-belief, allowing them to realize their potential
and once again become a part of the community.
Skills for Recovery Program
The Salvation Armys Skills for Recovery Program is an intensive 8-week residential program
intended for those with a history of substance abuse. This intensive residential program is skill based
and holistic, utilizing established substance abuse strategies such as:
.

Motivational Interviewing

.

CBT

.

DBT

.

Stages of Change

.

Marlatts Relapse Prevention Model

.

Therapeutic Community Approach Components

The program intends to provide participants with the skills they need to make a smooth transition
from a life dominated by substance abuse, crime and incarceration, to a healthy life in the community.
We believe that every client has unique needs and issues, beliefs and values, strengths and learning
styles. We therefore use a variety of strategies and practical tools to nurture the physical, mental,
emotional, and spiritual elements in each individual. We will help you develop coping skills, selfesteem, impulse control, distress tolerance, empathy, awareness, and resilience, and achieve an
increase sense of belonging, hope, purpose, meaning, humour, joy and gratitude. Participants of this
full-time residential program live together on the fourth floor of the Salvation Army CRF. Great
emphasis is placed on group cohesion, mutual support, and the creation of a safe and supportive
environment where participants can learn, explore, and experiment with new ideas, beliefs, values,
emotions, behaviours, goals, and identities. The Skills for Recovery Program can be used as a stepping
stone for Day Parole when completed during an Unescorted Temporary Absence (UTA).
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Fiction

Karma: To Catch a Predator
By E.D. Wolf
Warning: This article contains explicit language
that might not be suitable for all ages.

How to contact the Salvation Army
The Salvation Army will consider all referrals from Federal Institutions and Parole
Officers on behalf of inmates scheduled for
conditional release or offenders who have
already achieved a conditional release or
Unescorted Temporary Absence (UTA). The
Salvation Army does not preclude residency
due to mental or physical impairments. However, as there are facility limitations, decisions will be made on a case by case basis.
We encourage inmates to contact us
through your Case Management Team. Alternatively, we can be contacted by mail
at:
525 Johnson Street,
Victoria, British Columbia,
V8W 1M2
Attn: Community Residential Facility
Or by calling: (250) 384-3396 EXT 231.

Ahhhhh, yes  he exhaled as he dabbed the
cocaine remnants onto his gums. Fuck... All out,
he said frustrated, Okay, lets go.
Go where, Adam? Mary asked him.
Dont worry about it. Youre driving. Adam
said tossing her the keys. Mary knew hed get into
more trouble if she werent around. So, she grabbed
her jacket and followed him outside. In the car,
Mary didnt bother asking Adam to buckle up; she
only shifted gears to reverse and left.
Turn left. Adam instructed and she did. Turn
right, and she did. A few minutes later, Adam
instructed again, turn left. 10 minutes later, all
Adam said was, Stop here. Mary stopped the car
and Adam stepped out. Stay right here. If you see
a cop or the people who live here, make some noise.
Ill be right back. Adam then made his way to a
darkened home across the street.
From the car, Mary could see the flashlights dim
beams dancing around the house as Adam searched
for cash. Mary leaned back in her seat patiently as
the time passed. Then, bright lights cut through
the darkness and blinded Mary. Before she could
cover her eyes, the car pulled into the vacant driveway.
Ca-caw! Mary yelled to signal Adam.

From inside the house, Adam heard the call and whispered to himself,  the fuck? Looking
outside, he saw the car parked and heard the front door creak open. Adam ran back to the open window
and tossed the goodies outside. He crawled out just before the lights turned on.
Hopping in the car, he stared at Mary and said, The fuck was that?
It was my noise. Pulling away from the curb as she responded.
I gotta call buddy. I got some stuff he just might like. Lets go to a payphone. Adam said as he
rifled through the bag.
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Driving across town, Mary drove Adam to a payphone.
Pulling out the appropriate change, Adam stepped out
of the car again and made his way to the phone.
Hello? The voice answered.
Luke, its Adam. Im coming over.
Okay, then the call was over.
Five minutes later, Adam and Mary arrived at Lukes house. Mary knew the drill and stayed put. As
Adam walked inside, Luke asked, So, what did you acquire this time?
With a smirk, Adam replied, You know that ring youve always wanted? Before Luke could
respond, Adam dumped out the bag and exposed various bits of jewelry. Here she is. Adam picked
up a silver-banded ring with a large ruby. Whats it worth to ya?
Ill give you a half-ounce. Luke offered.
Done. Adam took the half-ounce and made his way to the door.
Adam, one more thing. Luke said, stopping Adam. Ive got a job for you.
Adam turned around. Oh yeah?
Timmy Durand. How do you feel about him?
To Adam, he wasnt family nor was he a friend. Adams response, Ive got no use for him.
Good. Hes at a party right now. The boys here will go with you. Take this too. Luke passed
Adam an ounce of cocaine as payment.
Wheres the party at?
Adam walked outside and told Mary to wait for him at the house as he entered a car with four others.
They made their way downtown to 5th and Boulevard where Timmy Durand was having a party. Durand,
being a hotshot cocaine dealer, had no problems dealing to youth, taking advantage of the weak,
and was always surrounded by plenty of friends. Adam
knew he didnt need help beating sense into Timmy.
The backup was in case anyone decided to play the
hero.
When they arrived, Adam made the mission clear: it
was his show and to intercept any heroes. With the
door already wide open, Adam and the boys entered
the party. Amongst the music and drunken escapades,
the words of one man stood out. Joey Upton, another
man Adam had no use for, had plenty to say.
Unknowing of Adams presence in the room, Joey
spoke up, If I ever saw that fucker Adam, Id tear his
head right the fuck off!
With his arm extended out, Adam stepped up and
introduced himself; Im Adam.
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Like a deer in the headlights, Joey was practically speechless. Uh uh II dont want no problems, man.
All penis butter no jam, eh? Adam smirked. As he walked away, he
muttered under his breath. Pussy. He had no time to waste on those
who back-pedaled so quickly. So, Adam continued searching for Durand.
Adam heard a familiar voice behind him. Adam, what are you doing
here?
Oh, you know, just in the neighborhood, he turned around to see a
familiar face.
You shouldnt be here. Alice told him.
I didnt get the memo, replied as Adam shrugged his shoulders. Since Im here though, wheres
Timmy hiding out these days?
Havent seen him. You should leave, though, Alice reiterated.
Great chat, eh? Good to catch up but I really gotta run. Adios, sweetheart. Adam gave Alice a
two-finger salute and carried on. Yet, Timmy was nowhere to be found downstairs. Adam figured that
he might not be the only one getting lucky if he went upstairs.
Adam told the boys to stay put as he searched by himself. As he walked up the stairs, he kept the
lights off. Timmy wouldnt see him coming and Adam wanted it that way. When he reached the top
step, all he could hear was the quick squeaks of the bedsprings slowing down. Then, the squeaking
stopped altogether. Adam tiptoed to an open door at the top of the stairs and waited.
At the end of the hallway, a door opened and voices spilled out into the darkness.
Dont fucking ask me to wear a condom again. I like it raw and so should you, bitch. The words
were followed by slap to the womans face. Without noticing Adam, the woman quickly walked past
and down the stairs. Adam knew Durand to be a lowlife, but this was the icing on the proverbial cake.
You must like kids. Adam said as he stepped out from the open doorway.
Excuse me?
Im just saying you like kids. Either that or youre a sterile piece of shit.
Who the fuck are you? Durand asked. Adams positioning has done its job.
Dont ask questions you dont want the answers to. Adam stated boldly.
Timmy walked up to Adam and poked his finger deep into Adams chest as if to puncture his heart.
Listen here you fucking goof. Dont fucking come here acting like some fucking tough guy.
At that moment, the rage spilled out like steam out of a boiling kettle. Adam grabbed Timmy by the
collar, spun around and threw him into the wall. Then, Adam hit Timmy square in the jaw with a drop
kick. Timmys head bounced off the wall and his knees started to buckle. Without skipping a beat,
Adam lunged at Timmy, taking them both down the stairs.
When they hit the bottom, Adam brandished his knife and drove it deeply into Durands chest. Alice
screamed as she grabbed a bottle of vodka and hurled it at Adams head. When the bottle connected, it
exploded into glass dust. Yet, Adam was unaffected as he continued to fill Durands massive frame
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with holes. Then, someone yelled, Oh shit! Its the cops!
Covered from head-to-toe in blood, Adam left the knifes blade hidden deep within Durand as he
made his way out the back door. Leaving a trail of blood behind him, Adam leapt over fences and
dashed through bushes, doing what he could to escape. Not looking where he was going, Adam turned
the corner and almost tackled a cop.
Freeze or Ill shoot! The cop demanded. With his hands in the air, Adam stayed still. Startled by
Adams appearance, the cop repeated, Freeze or Ill shoot!
Calm down, man. I aint going anywhere. Adam said calmly.
That night, Adam found himself travelling on penitentiary road.
He sat in remand for months waiting to go to trial. Yet, his trial only lasted for a couple days. The
Crown had thought he was some dumb dope fiend just looking for extra blow but the witness testimonies made the case easy enough. He was found guilty and sentenced to life. The following week, he
was transferred to the assessment center where he would stay until pen placed.
Adam was told that if he kept his nose clean, he wouldnt go to a max. So, for three months, Adam
bit his tongue and controlled the anger he wanted to let loose. For three months, he stayed a good boy
and played by the rules. After three months, Adam was sent to a max anyway.
For years, he called maximum-security home. From riots and stabbings, to rats and transsexuals,
Adam had seen it all. He was even told by one guard that he did the world a favor; that Adam shouldve
been given a reward and cut loose. Adam thought that being cut loose would be the reward. Even the
guards believed that the world was better off without scum like Durand.
After almost 20 years, Adam had finally made the cut and found himself in a minimum-security
penitentiary. It didnt take long for him to get used to the freedom he was given. After 20 years, it was
nice to be able to walk almost as freely as he used to. In his new environment, there were no lockdowns
or controlled movements. The only problem he saw- the amount of predators he couldnt check in to
protective custody. Yet, he bit his tongue and did what he could to keep his anger in check.
As each day passed, he continued with his programs and gained what support he could muster from
his parole officer. As each day passed, he felt that he was that much closer to going for parole and
rejoining the world. Then, after a year, Adam was scheduled for a full parole hearing.
On the first Thursday of July, Adam was the first to go for parole. At 8:30 AM, Adam entered the
meeting room where his hearing was set to take place. Before him sat two men and one woman. For
two hours, he was drilled with questions. He was criticized, belittled, and looked down upon. Adam
wanted to snap. Yet, he had no choice but to bite his tongue. He wanted to go home. For Adam,
leaping over the table and beating the parole board wouldnt look good. So, with his fists clenched, he
sat and waited for them to declare his fate.
Well, youve completed multiple programs since being
in. One of the men stated.
Youve also been charge free for roughly seven years.
The other man commented.
Yet, we still feel that youre too much of a threat to the
community. Your parole application is denied. Have a good
day, Mr. Clay. The woman said coldly. Adams nostrils
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flared and his eyes widened. He almost couldnt contain himself. The rage inside him boiled. It was as if
steam was pouring out from his ears. Adam stood up
and did what he could to keep his cool as he left the
room.
Later that day, Adam sat outside his house and tried
to reflect on where he could have went wrong. The board
had even said he was without charges for close to a decade. He had done the programs. He was honest with
his PO. The sound of a door slamming caused Adam to
look up. He noticed an inmate leaving the meeting
room. With the biggest smile on his face, he strolled
down the street. Adam sat back with disgust. What did
he do that I didnt? Adam thought to himself. Probably
flew more kites than I did. Either that or he bribed them
somehow.
After a few days had passed, Adam was stopped on his way to work.
Adam, did you hear about Devan? Ron asked him.
Devan? Who? Adam retorted.
Tall, long hair, looks like a creep. He just got parole. Did 14 on Life 12 and no ETAs. Have
someone google him. Youre gonna love it. Then, Ron walked away.
So, after work, Adam made a call to a friend and had Devan googled.
Devan Nolan, found guilty of 1st degree murder after striking a deal to drop the rape charges, and
sentenced Life 12. The victim was his daughter Who the fuck is this guy? Adams friend asked.
A piece of shit who just got parole. Adam responded angrily. After the phone call, Adam took a
walk to the weight pit to cool down. On his way there, he ran into Ron.
I had him googled, Adam started. Piece of shit raped and killed his daughter.
Its fucked up, eh? Ron added.
Like what the fuck? I killed a drug dealer. He RAPED and killed his DAUGHTER. How is this
guy less of a threat to the community than I am?
I dont know, bro. Maybe you shouldve raped your victim first. Then you wouldve gotten parole  Ron said, attempting to joke.
Yeah, no shit, eh? Would be a crime of passion then. Its like only the predators get parole from
here.
Needing to calm down, Adam continued to the weight pit. He threw a couple plates onto the bench
press and channeled his anger. As his mind began to focus, his anger transformed into something more
devious. Setting the bar down on the rack, Adam sat up and left the weight pit.
Adam returned to his house and sat in his room. He sat and watched television until the guards did
their 11:00 PM walkthroughs. When he knew the coast was clear, Adam stood up and prepared his bed.
Knowing that the guards currently on duty would only do a quick peep in the window, he didnt have to
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do anything fancy. Adam knew his makeshift dummy, a humanoid figure made up of a pillow and
bunched up clothes, would work just fine.
When he finished preparing the dummy, Adam grabbed his phone card, tiptoed downstairs, and
slipped on his shoes. Then, he slowly slipped the card between the door and the frame. With a quick
jerk, Adam opened the door without triggering the sensor. Maneuvering himself out the door, he
managed to close it while keeping the card in place. With another quick movement, he slipped the card
out from the door and threw it aside.
In his mind, the hard part was over. He figured that escaping would be easy enough. Adam made his
way to the opposite end of the prison grounds. When he reached the edge, he looked out over the
ocean. The longer he was caged, the more he felt like the beast they made him out to be. This was his
chance to be human again. The night was calm. The water was as smooth as ice. It seemed like it was
meant to be. Taking a few steps back, Adam ran and dove to freedom. With nothing holding him back,
he swam. The icy cold water pierced his skin like a thousand arrows, but he thought, pain is a matter
of the mind. If I dont mind, it dont matter. The freedom, no matter how long it lasted, was worth the
suffering.
After what seemed like an eternity, Adam reached the opposing shore. He was practically frozen,
but he showed no signs of weakness. Town was still miles away and he needed to change clothes.
Without wasting any time, Adam removed his frozen wardrobe and continued North.
As he walked, he kept watch for any houses. After twenty minutes, he stumbled upon a large home
that was just calling his name. To be sure that no one was awake, Adam walked around to the back of
the house. When he determined it was safe, Adam shimmied a window open and crawled inside. He
tiptoed upstairs, checked each room he passed, hoping to find dads clothes. After minutes of searching, he finally stumbled upon the master bedroom. Of course. The last room I check.
Tiptoeing inside, Adam opened the closet door and grabbed what he could find. Soon after, he heard
his entry window close and saw the hallway lights turn on.
Perfect. Adam whispered to himself. Yet, Adam heard no voices
or footsteps. He crept over to the door and peaked outside. All he saw
was a the shadow of a shotgun. Knowing that gunslinger would have
to enter the room, Adam grabbed the alarm clock, ducked behind the
door and waited. As Adam waited, the seconds seemed like minutes. Then, the door slowly opened. Not bothering to check behind the door, the gunslinger walked directly into the room. Adam
trod carefully out from behind the door, broke the clock on the
gunslingers head, and quickly left the room. Running down the
stairs, Adam dashed for the front door and made his exit.
Trying to put as much space between himself and the house,
Adam continued to run down the road. After 10 minutes, he slowed
his pace. He turned into the woods and carried on towards town.
A couple hours later, Adam finally made it to his first stop  Marys
house.
By the time he arrived, it was still dark out. That didnt stop
him from pounding on Marys front door, though. After the first
couple knocks, Mary opened the door.
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What do you wa- Oh my god, Adam, Mary exclaimed. What are you doing here?
Im going door to door selling magazine subscriptions. Want one?
Seriously, Adam, what are you doing here? She asked again.
I just need a place to stay for a little bit.
What if the cops come looking for you?
Obviously, youll tell them that you havent seen me.
Fine, get inside before someone sees you.
What? Are you ashamed of me? He asked with a grin. She shook her head and dragged him
inside. The next morning, Adam turned on the TV to check the news.
Warning, The Anchorman started, Late last night, an inmate escaped from Trenton minimumsecurity prison. Adam Clay, presumed to be early 40s, 57, a muscular build with short black hair. He
is highly dangerous. If seen, call the police right away. Do not attempt to apprehend this man yourself.
Sounds like the pillow didnt work  Adam grinned.
So, what are you gonna do now? Mary asked.
We could just run away together, you know.
Yeah No. Im just gonna hideout somewhere.
Ill figure it out. Maybe see what Luke has been up
to.
Well, you know youve got a place here.
Psh. Like you have a choice. He smirked. Wheres
your phone? Mary handed Adam the phone and went
back to her bedroom.
Hello? Luke answered.
Ill be over tonight.
Adam? Luke asked but it was too late, Adam
had already hung up.
That night, Adam made his way to Lukes house.
Adam! What the fuck, man? What are you doing here?
Took a break from being locked up. Nothing too crazy, really. Got any jobs?
Always. Im guessing you need a place to lay low?
If youve got one.
You know I do. Luke said, tossing him a key. Here, take this too. He added, then tossing Adam
a tracphone. For the next couple months, Adam resumed working for Luke. Almost nightly, he would
take out lowlife dealers like he would take out the trash.
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One night, he was returning from a job when he heard a nearby scream. Like a thief in the night,
Adam crept through the brush.
Get off me! the voice shrieked.
As Adam approached, he saw the familiar face of Devan Nolan trying too hard to get lucky. Nolan,
being too distracted by his struggling victim, didnt notice Adam rushing out from the bushes. By the
time Nolan took notice, Adam had practically lodged his right foot into Nolans eye.
Without making a sound, Nolan dropped to the ground. Without being able to defend himself,
Nolan had become the victim. Adam repeatedly drove his fist into Nolans face, even after he had
stopped twitching. The blood flowed from Nolans face like a crimson Niagra Falls. When Adams
rage subsided, he turned around to see the victim.
Adam sensed that he recognized the face. It wasnt until she looked him in the eyes that he knew the
woman. It wasnt until then that she knew him. Her icy eyes had met his fiery ones months before.
Beneath the bruises and blood, Adam knew that the woman before him was the same woman to have
denied him parole but granted Devan Nolan his.
I-Its you

 Her trembling voice whispered.

What fucking luck, eh? Not so fucking dangerous now, am I?
You-you escaped

Thank you, dear God, thank you, b- but you have to turn yourself in.

What? Why would I do that? Im already out, lady.
Ill-Ill v-vouch for you. In your parole hearing. Ill vouch for you. She said, still recuperating.
Oh yeah? You mean just like in my last hearing? Adam bitterly responded.
I-I

 the woman started, but was interrupted.

Save it, lady. Im not going back. I saved you. What you can do for me  let me be. Im gonna go
home, do a rail, and relax. Got a problem? Adam asked the woman and she shook her head no.
Alright, want a hand or what? Adam escorted the woman out from the trees and put a couple hundred
dollars in her hand. Get some help... Karmas a bitch. With that, the woman never saw Adam again.
He continued working for Luke and never looked back.
After a couple months, the woman was back to work.
Her first hearing back was an inmate in for sexual assault.
You completed many programs. One man stated.
And your PO seems to have full support for you.
The other man commented.
The woman only had this to say, But, you rapists
are the same. Playing the game just to get out. Fortunately for the community, youre being denied parole.
You are dismissed.
[
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O-Crime

Poetry

By Richard M. Jackson
Doing hard time for O-Crime
Justice system has fallen way behind
Trying hard to hold on to my mind.
Doing hard time for O-Crime
Innocent mans fight for whats just
To make whats right on everyones insight.
Doing hard time for O-Crime
Ill bring out the wrongs.
Hold on strong.
For freedom is in sight.

Strait-Jacket That Is My Life
By Jarrod G. Shook
Captive here I sit
Yet not struggling to escape
This straitjacket that is my life
Adaptive to its grip
Cant be troubled enough to hate
This straightjacket that is my life
Perhaps weve become friends
Over these long and lonely nights
This straitjacket that is my life
Though my soul is on the mend
I still havent got it right
This straightjacket that is my life

I am at a place
By Rick Vandale
I have come to a place,
where I think my life makes sense,
I seem to get it now,
what my past was to have meant.
This wisdom now often guides me,
from my years of bad mistakes,
I am careful to not repeat them,
not to let them seal my fate.
I now strive for an enlightenment,
into my spirit, into my soul,
I search for my lifes meaning,
from lifes path I come to know.
With this I carry on, and
my strength now is my hope,
in my creators understanding,
of my path I walked to cope.
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Whats Next?
After 10 months and four issues, Id like to think we all had fun. The fun isnt over just yet, though.
Jack and I may have set the bar high, but there is always room for growth. Which leaves us with the
question Whats next for OBM? What is in store for Volume 33 Issue 4? Well, heres the scoop.
My departure from Out of Bounds will, hopefully, bring in new blood. A new era will begin whenever Jack finds a, whom he considers suitable, replacement. With no replacement
currently set, Jack will be regaining full control of the company. My expectation for OBMs future remains the same  set the bar even higher.
So, what can the lovely readers look forward to reading in Volume 33 Issue 4? Well, there are a couple of
different focal points. Since this will be the winter issue,
anything Christmas related will do. Christmas fiction,
Christmas poetry, Christmas Peace and Non-Violence, whatever
builds your snowman, really. The next focal point will be
the chaos of prison, a.k.a. Prison Culture.
With this being the end of the Wolf Dynasty, Id like to
thank all the readers for their support and praise. Together, weve brought Out of Bounds to new
heights. This has made my short time at William Head fly by. Jack has been a pleasure to work with
and hopefully he finds someone to continue the work weve all started. Stay Classy, Canada.
Your favorite American (besides Trump, obviously just kidding!),
- E.D. Wolf
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